
In March 2009 I took part in a 3 week nature conservation trip to 
Hungary’s Aggtelek National Park through the E.U. funded 
organisation‘European Conservation Action Network’.
(by Rachael Thornley)

The work group

A reoccurring reaction to this trip by friends and acquaintances, was a 
disbelief that I was going for free for 3 weeks to Hungary and that I was going 
to work – and that the work consisted mainly of destroying vegetation. When I 
wanted to avoid the long and uncomfortable explanation of the importance of 
‘halting succession’, I somewhat guiltily resigned myself to explaining that I 
was working on a ‘butterfly conservation project’, without happening to 
mention that at this time of year it’s too cold to actually see any butterflies. 
Getting people to understand some of the reasons why we need to manage 
habitats for biodiversity is at the heart of many conservation projects, this one 
included. Of course there are always the people that stare incredulously when 
you mention the conservation of invertebrates at all – revealing the fact that 
they have only ever tried to fumigate ants out of the kitchen cupboard.



A traditional Hungarian house of the 
region; most villages haven’t changed 
in hundreds of years

 I suppose these kinds of 
reactions from people are valuable 

personally on two levels – they really make me think, actually why are we 
doing what we are doing? And they wake me up to the realisation that the 
majority of people never give a second thought to plunging biodiversity levels 
or have much connection to the natural world at all. 

Sceptical but valuable questions also arose from within the group itself: 
Why are we being funded to work on the other side of Europe when there is 
plenty of species to protect at home in the UK? Can’t the Hungarians protect 
their own species? Isn’t it bad for the environment for 15 people to travel 1000 
miles just to chop down some scrubland? So the list goes on…

As someone who is quite familiar with the Leonardo programme and 
the E.U. initiative to develop intercultural exchange programmes, I can 
understand the political and economic motivations for funded work 
placements abroad. In the light of the common currency and market it’s 
essential to get people mobile work wise and culturally. In terms of learning 
other languages the British are hopeless compared with the Germans or the 
Dutch and its funny how the little English channel can give us such a sense of 
separation form the rest of Europe. The Hungarians perhaps have different 
problems with integration – their language is not closely related to other 
European languages (with the exception of Finnish) and economically they 
are not strong. Their history has been turbulent and they still bare the burden 
of communist oppressions (although the regime was not as invasive into 
people’s personal lives as in East Germany or Russia) and over bureaucratic 
public bodies. 

As for nature conservation, it’s just not that high on most people’s 
agenda, and when it is, there is little funding to support projects. Designated 



nature areas exist, such as the National Parks, but not the infrastructure in 
place to really manage them for nature conservation. The high level of 
butterfly diversity in the region is largely due to the lack of intensive farming 
methods in the last century. Ironically the threat to these species in this 
century arises from the absence of any kind of farming, principally the drop in 
numbers of grazing animals. Without agricultural activities the landscape is 
succeeding into scrub and secondary woodland. A loophole in the law then 
designates the land as under management of the forestry department and the 
trees cannot be cut down. Due to this process, grasslands, essential for the 
diverse flora and fauna of the region, are bring lost. Our task was to clear 
scrub to prevent this happening and create wildlife corridors so that species 
could access a patchwork of field systems. Valuable work, but without any 
plan to implement grazing schemes in the near future it’s a management 
technique that would require work groups, such as this one, to maintain the 
grasslands indefinitely. That’s partially why these projects are important in 
terms of obtaining long term funding and also to serve as a catalyst for the 
Hungarians to take on management regimes of their own in the future.

Despite their obvious disadvantages, I didn’t find the future prospects 
for Hungarian nature particularly gloomy. We met and worked with motivate 
and determined Hungarians, both younger and older, who were committed to 
improving the lot for wildlife in their country. A national breed of grazing 
ponies were present in an area of the park and we visited a local mayor who 
ran a low intensity farm with grazing cattle. 

Hungarian Ponies

I think what is easy to forget is how developed the British are when it 
comes to protecting wild spaces. We are a nation of bird and butterfly lovers, 
of dog walkers and volunteers. This way of thinking is almost entirely absent 
in many cultures. Perhaps the answer to the question why the Hungarian’s 
don’t do their own species protection can be found there. It’s not, as yet, a 



part of the cultural conscience; but perhaps one day it will be. On the other 
hand, in our country, (except in the Scottish Highlands) we are not exposed to 
such expanses of wild space. It is our economic development that has cause 
the destruction of habitats.

View of Aggtelek National Park
Looking over the rolling, hornbeam covered hills of Aggtelek National 

Park with not a soul in sight for miles, makes you think that until two hundred 
years ago it was mostly lack of dramatic change that characterised human 
societies rather than the rapid development that we are so used to today. 
There is much to learn from people who do not yet live in a society filled with 
iphones and supermarket shelves brimming with 80 types of bread, (although 
Tesco has begun to rear it’s ugly head even in Hungary). Cultural and work 
exchanges, despite the language barriers and the long distances, really 
enhance our understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of our 
approaches at home, while appreciating that irrespective of political borders, 
wild places everywhere are worth protecting.


